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I hope that by now you are using True Heart and True Love on a daily 
basis. These are the only trustful instruments in this dimension of 

darkness and the real escape of this artificial reality that we experiment 
as Physical Plane. Everything here is false and most of you might 
already felt that and barely endure it. Darkness created a lot of 

mechanisms in order to block your access to your True Consciousness 
and True Love.  

Let’s first get to the practical things and raise our Consciousness level to 
a higher state of True Love. I am telling everyone that all the Sokaisi 

Initiations are in fact a system of advancement to the True 
Consciousness, which today we will fully achieve.  

Go to the centre of True Heart of the Infinite Creator and ask to be 
initiated in Almighty Love. Then call upon you Almighty Love Initiation 

made for you by The Infinite Creator until the process will be complete.  

You can do the initiation on a state of calm and meditation in order to 
enjoy this amazing process.  

You will find yourself at unprecedentedly higher spiritual frequency and 
tuning yourself to Almighty Love will grant you access to a new level of 
Consciousness, the Infinite Creator or True Love Consciousness. Is not 
easy in this Physical Plane to deal with True Consciousness because the 
Usurpers have created a lot of crafty methods to have you imprisoned 

here in order to enforce darkness upon you. One of these instruments is 
called subconscious. Even psychologists that are supposing to deal with 

it don’t know how to handle it. Let me clear this: subconscious will 
deposit all the information that you access and store it until a trigger will 

force push these into your behaviour. It’s the basis of human 
programming, but a very dark programming. The mind could store only 
a limited amount of information but the subconscious is deeper. Both 

are functioning best by the repetition principle – the better- represented 
piece of information will be the most present in your behaviour. This 

explains the violence and darkness of information that you are literally 
assaulted any moment by all controlled media! They are targeting your 



subconscious, intending to transform you into something I think that 
you might easily guess. It’s true that you have one simple option – to 
turn off the button, but what will you do with the information already 

stored? A better option is to disintegrate your entire subconscious. You 
will be freed from its nefarious influences and this is real freedom! Now 

you gave the power to die that. Concentrate Almighty Love on your 
subconscious mind until it will be entirely Almighty Love or will cease yo 

exist!  

Collective subconscious might be on your list also. This empowers 
others against you. It’s the spirit of herd! For example a human that 
harms you will draw its power, determination and hatred from the 

collective subconscious, where ironically even you contributed at some 
point with your energies! Every time you are manifesting hatred, envy, 
or other dark feelings you are fuelling this immense tank. The willing to 
eat meat, to kill has also roots in the collective subconscious. Imagine 
that you are bonded by subconscious with all the criminals and their 

abominable crimes. By this mean you are permanently connected to an 
immense tank of darkness that just put a pressure on you and wait for 
discharge. Wars are fought on the very basis of collective subconscious! 
Practically we are talking here about everything that is dark in human 

collective or individual behaviour. I believe that you might want to 
dissociate from this immediately.  

The unconscious mind is even more dangerous. It’s abysmal and more 
dangerous that you might ever imagine. It will reveal monstrous 

energies especially to those that are irremediably lost to Darkness, but 
you never know how much it affects you so it’s better to put it on list 

also.  

The Ego is another instrument of control that let us manifest a dark side 
that in many cases didn’t match with ourselves. Ego is the absolute 

selfishness in action and usually explodes in everyone, no matter what 
spiritual it can be. Probably you’ll want to be freed from this too.  

Almighty Love can do this. Just concentrate Almighty Love into all these, 
until they will be Almighty Love or will cease yo exist.  

For spectacular results better ask The Infinite Creator to disintegrate 
your Ego, subconscious and unconscious until completion in order to 

free yourself. Then ask The Infinite Creator to disintegrate and cancel all 
the ties, blockages and programs imposed against you until completion!  



It works extraordinary easy and nice. This is the main reason that 
religion was fighting over centuries - to take you on a false track! 

Praying to false Gods will lead you to absolutely nothing but abandon 
your True Power and that’s Darkness minions want you to do. The most 
feared thing for them is the reaching of your True Consciousness and to 

ask The Infinite Creator to fix things!  

Until now you experienced the praying in vain as you were trying to talk 
to walls. The so-called God and its bunch of entities are engaged in a 
longtime war with other bunch of much malevolent entities lead by - 
let’s call it anti-God or antichrist. Just being in war with other darker 

entities doesn’t mean that they are good! Both camps want the absolute 
power. Aren’t you disgusted with that constant fight that isn’t yours? 
The difference is that the first group is sweet-talking and promising a 
reward in the afterlife and the second is declaring its intentions and 

rewarding you right now. Both groups desperately need your energies! 
They act as two opposing parties but who has in fact the very same root 
– a model imposed by Archons! This is the blueprint in the Malevolent 
Creation: duality - the constant fighting between two groups artificially 
created! religion, politics, WWI, WWII, the Cold War, economic wars, 
crises and NWO just to name a few, are the result of two polarities 

fighting for supremacy. This is the dualism of the nature of Darkness but 
what does that have to do with you?  

What do you need to know is that none of these two groups are aiming 
your good and the reason they are interested in you is the measure they 
desperately need your energies in order to become bigger and powerful. 

Both groups mean slavery! Both are feeding with your energies!  

You can end this abomination and since you use Almighty Love you will 
lead Darkness to its permanent failure! It’s impossible by any means for 
Darkness to stop you because you are too many and you are spread all 
over the planet – it’s in the laws of the Creation – the higher frequency 

will disintegrate (if ordered to do that) the lower frequencies! The futility 
of Darkness and its systems of control comes to Light one more time. 

Darkness has built useless defence systems on its borders but this time 
the True Love comes from the inside! The last days for Darkness are 

now. It’s nearly impossible to reach another outcome!  

You are the eyes and the ears of Infinite Creator in this Malevolent 
Creation. Remember, the Malevolent Creation is like a tumour in the 



True Creation and The Infinite Creator could just simply disintegrate in a 
moment but this will lead to destruction of innocent spirits trapped here. 

So The Infinite Creator adopted another strategy: send some high 
Consciousness here in this tumour to spot the way it works and to take 

action! You are the eyes of The Infinite Creator as doctors use an 
endoscopic camera inside the patient to know how to take action. This is 
the main reason that most of you have the third eye blocked – Darkness 

and its minions desperately try to prevent you from seeing its 
machinations. And the reason that Darkness minions hate you so much 
is because Darkness knows that your presence here marks the very last 

moments of its existence!  

So it’s cleaning time for you and for this dimension! Ask The Infinite 
Creator to open your third eye (if it’s not open yet or because was 

blocked) and when you spot malevolent entities, malevolent spirits or 
demons or people using them ask The Infinite Creator to disintegrate 

and cancel them all from the whole existence!  

The power of Darkness perpetrates by a bunch of people gathered and 
tied by the same oath as in an organisation and the entities that they 

are in relation with or protected by. Not a single problem for The Infinite 
Creator – just spot them and ask to be disintegrated and deleted 

immediately from the whole Creation until completion! Is just as easy as 
it looks!  

Either way you’ll use Almighty Love or you’ll ask the Infinite Creator to 
concentrate them on a specific area, to take action on a specific purpose 
the results will be amazing. Basically you already know where to use it, 

but please let me suggest a few more things: ask Infinite Creator to 
concentrate Almighty Love on the whole planet Earth until it will be 

Almighty Love forever. Or ask Infinite Creator to do the same thing with 
you, to rejuvenate you, to make you prosper or whatever your goal is. 
Or you could concentrate Almighty Love on your projects until they are 
Almighty Love. Or concentrate Almighty Love wherever is needed for  

your projects to be Almighty Love. 

We are all coming from the True Creation and our consciousness is True 
Love and Infinite Creator Consciousness. Through the Sokaisi initiations 
now you are reaching your True Consciousness. This is the reason we 
can ask The Infinite Creator absolutely anything – now we are finally 

again on the same frequency!  



Ask The Infinite Creator for anything. Literally anything. 

 
You’ll be more than amazed!  

Next powerful initiation you might be interested of is: 

The Infinite 

http://sokaisi.ro/blog-post11%20The%20Infinite.html
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